
After-sales Service Terms

It is our pursuit to provide customers with a worry-free purchasing
experience. In addition to providing customers with quality products, we
will also provide customers with professional technical support and perfect
after-sales service.

1. Quality Assurance
1-1. Product quality assurance.

We ensure that the lights we provide are produced in strict accordance

with customer requirements. Meanwhile all lights produced by our

company are qualified products, complying with the national quality and

safety requirements for the product. And all products have been fully

inspected and aging tested before shipment.

2. Warranty Period
We will provide customers with 3 years warranty(Since the date of
delivery).

3. After-sales service content and process during the warranty period

3-1. After-sales service content.

During the warranty period, quality problems caused by non-artificial will

be repaired free of charge, or replaced with new parts and the whole lamp

(depending on the degree of damage to the lamp, the two parties negotiate



to choose the appropriate solution). The freight generated during the

replacement process will be borne by our company.

3-2 After-sales service process.

* The customer must inform us within 24 hours of the problem with the

lamp ( pictures or videos). Without the consent of our company, please do

not disassemble the lamp.

* Our company will reply within 24 hours of receiving customer feedback.

Our technical staff will help customer find out the problem after get

request, and provide solutions, finally guide the customer to resolve it.

* If there is an unrepairable problem with the parts or the entire lamp, our

company will send the new parts or lamps to the customer for replacement

within three working days.

4. Non-warranty scope

 Beyond the warranty period.
 The failure caused by incorrect operation
 Disassemble the lights without the company or authorized maintenance

stuff approve.
 The failure or damage not caused by light itself.
 The failure or damage caused by force majeure.
 The failure caused by artificial.

5. Technical Support

1. Remote support service



Problems encountered when customer use our products or lights
perform abnormally , customer can contact us for technical support via
phone ,fax ,or E-mail, video. Our technical staff will help customer find
out the problem after get request, and provide solutions, finally guide
the customer to resolve it.

2. Field technical support
Problems encountered when customer use our products or lights
perform abnormally,if can’t be settled by remote support service
After both sides negotiate and determine field technical support is
needed, we will send experienced engineers to customer’s field and help
to analysis problems, make troubleshooting solutions, finally resolve
it.(Remarks: transport cost and accommodation fee which is necessary
for our technical staff to go there and back should be at customer’s
expense).
If field troubleshooting solutions may led to using interrupts, Engineers
should remind user of it before troubleshooting .After troubleshooting,
our engineers should present a troubleshooting report in paper.

6. After sale service time and way
Our after sale service is 8:00-18:00 (Monday to Friday).
Service way: Phone, email, online, fax, video.
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